
Mannequin Massacre – Synopsis and Treatment 

 

Title: Mannequin Massacre  

 

Controlling Line (B, M, E): 

B – There is a mannequin outbreak in the local mall 

M – Investigation takes place by the lead character ‘Detective 

Baxter’ 

E – Baxter needs help if he is going to put an end to the outbreak 

and finds help in some of the characters he finds in the mall 

 

Main characters (in order of appearance): 

- Detective Anderson Baxter 

- PC Jefferson Spout 

- LA2306x (Mannequins) 

- Nikesh Patel (Grocery store owner) 

- Jeff (Kid) 

- Taaminah Moulshom (Muffin Shop Worker) 

- Ned Funnybottom (Computer Shop Owner) 

- MadMan 

 

Synopsis: Detective Baxter gets a phone call about a mannequin 

outbreak in the West Oakley Mall which he thinks is just a hoax. As 

he goes to investigate, he meets PC Spout who goes inside with him 

to investigate. They don’t find anything straight away but just as 

they are about to leave, they found out the news was actually true 

and start defending themselves. The detective goes one way and the 

policeman the other. However, they lose ammo rapidly but to their 

fortune, there are some employees in the mall that are able to help 

them. Detective Baxter finds the grocery store owner a kid to help 

him while PC Spout finds a lady who worked in a muffin shop and the 

computer shop owner. Whatever they do does not seem to get rid of 

the mannequin and just as they are about to give up, a naked man fly 

kicks the mannequins head off and runs away. At the end they all 

stand together while the crazy guy runs past them again. 

 

Treatment:  

Target audience – 15+ 

Film content – Action, fighting, shooting, thriller, comedy 

Potential styles and techniques – Comic book style, cartoon, pixel 

art. Modern day with a hint of vintage style and characteristic.  


